HorizonPSI’s Food Safety Vision
VISION: Incorporate Risk Appropriate Sanitary
Design elements in all system and
component designs for food production.
Create food safe engineered solutions that
protect consumers and customers.

SANITATION MATTERS

SANITIZE

OZONE

Sanitation processes
have come a long way in a
short time. Utilizing both active
and passive sanitation methods
is crucial for product safety. To
actively sanitize your plant and
equipment, you must clean,
sanitize and verify.

LIQUID
SANITATION

ACTIVE

Dust and spills are collected
using a Central Vacuum
System or a dedicated broom
and dust pan. Often low to
medium sanitation zones are
appropriate for dry cleaning,
including a dry ice procedure.

CULTURE
TESTING

WET
CLEANING

An approved solvent is used
to clean product contact
surfaces including locations
with limited access.

A process where convey
lines and components are
flooded with ozone gas
which in turn sanitizes
those exposed areas with
the appropriate ozone
levels.

VERIFY

VISUAL

DRY
CLEANING

CLEAN

Product contact and convey
lines are sprayed with
a sanitizing liquid to kill
contaminants. Reel Kleen is
a proprietary solution that
delivers sanitizer to convey
lines that are unable to be
reached by conventional
methods.

Visually inspect the
equipment to verify the
area is clean.

Requires an in-house ATP
test or a qualified lab test
for valid results.

CHALLENGE: Adopting Sanitary Design Principles is
a continuous improvement process.
We believe that no one entity (GFSI,
USDA, FDA, FSMA) by themselves, fully
understands the process challenges ahead.
WHY: Increased regulations, and the complexities
of FSMA and Food Safety regulations, will
impact the design and operation of food
processing facilities.
ACTION: Utilize Risk Appropriate Solutions in
collaboration with our customers to ensure
that the right technology is incorporated in
our custom engineered solutions.

HorizonPSI engineers and manufactures
innovative, risk appropriate and process safe
material handling and pneumatic conveying
solutions, providing end-to-end expertise that
protects your products, employees, and brand.

www.horizonpsi.com

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

PREVENTATIVE

FOOD SAFE PROCESS DESIGN FLOW - PETFOOD

PREVENTATIVE
SANITATION

PASSIVE
SANITATION

EQUIPMENT
DESIGN

FACILITY
ZONING

EQUIPMENT DESIGN

HAZARD
ANALYSIS

Conduct a HAZARD
ANALYSIS to determine
the appropriate level of
sanitation needed for
your facility

DOCUMENTED
PROCEDURES

Create DOCUMENTED
PROCEDURES for
processing and testing
that will keep your
product safe

TRACKING &
MANAGEMENT

Create processes
for INGREDIENT
TRACKING + ALLERGEN
MANAGEMENT - limit
cross contamination;
protect against recalls

Provides access for cleaning/
sanitizing/verifying
Uses food grade lubricants
Eliminates build-up, hot spots, foreign
materials, and liquid pooling
Eliminates niches, crevices or
dead areas where product can

FACILITY ZONING & LAYOUT
Clearly planned sanitary zones
Traffic management
Cross contamination prevention

Includes proper risk appropriate
surface finish

Air/water management

Eliminates fasteners in product areas

Designed for maintenance and sanitizing

LOWER RISK AREA

MODERATE RISK AREAS

HIGH RISK AREAS

Dry process areas where
the lowest sanitation
practices may adequately
minimize the known risks
to the product.

Dry processing areas
where higher sanitation
practices are used to
prevent hazards that may
cause critical risks to the
product.

Wet or dry critical processing
or finished product areas
where higher sanitation
practices are required to
prevent known hazardous
sources that could cause
critical risks to the product.

TRAINING &
PROGRAM
EXECUTION

Conduct EMPLOYEE
TRAINING AND
MANAGE PROGRAM
EXECUTION to make
it all work

